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Abstract-- World Wide Web is a huge storehouse of web pages and links. It offers large quantity of data for the Interne users. The 

growth of web is incredible as around one million pages are added per day. Users’ accesses are recorded in weblogs. Web usage mining 

is a kind of mining techniques in logs[1].Because of the remarkable usage, the log files are growing at a faster rate and the size is 

becoming very large. This leads to the difficulty for mining the usage log according to the needs. This provides a vast field for the 

researchers to provide their suggestion to develop a better mining technique. In this paper, we analyze and study Markov model and all-

Kth Markov model in Web prediction[2]. We propose a new modified Markov model to alleviate the issue of scalability in the number of 

paths. In addition, we present a new two-tier prediction framework that creates an example classifier EC, based on the training examples 

and the generated classifiers. We show that such framework can improve the prediction time without compromising prediction 

accuracy[5]. We have used standard benchmark data sets to analyze, compare, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques 

using variations of Markov models and association rule mining. Our experiments show the effectiveness of our modified Markov model 

in reducing the number of paths without compromising accuracy. Additionally, the results support our analysis conclusions that 

accuracy improves with higher orders of all-Kth model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 World Wide Web (WWW) is very popular and interactive. It has become an important source of information and services. The Web is 

huge, diverse and dynamic. Extraction of interesting information from Web data has become more popular and as a result Web mining has 

attracted lot of attention in recent time [1]. Web mining can be defined roughly as data mining using data generated by the Web. Our study 

addresses two research questions: (i) when and to what extent are users link and path browsing on the Web? and (ii) what affects link and 

path browsing behavior during interaction with Web search results? To answer these questions, we analyzed browser logs, which describe 

natural user behaviors at scale. We collected these logs from a popular Web browser plug-in and used the data to analyze link and path 

browsing behavior through metrics such as pageviews, outclicks, and tab switches. We also study link and path browsing in search results to 

analyze user branching behavior. We conclude by discussing the implications of our findings for Web sites and browsers, search interfaces, 

and log analysis. Web prediction is a classification problem in which we attempt to predict the next set of Web pages that a user may visit 

based on the knowledge of the previously visited pages. Such knowledge of user’s history of navigation within a period of time is referred to 

as a session. These sessions, which provide the source of data for training, are extracted from the logs of the Web servers, and they contain 

sequences of pages that users have visited along with the visit date and duration[5]. The Web prediction problem (WPP) can be generalized 

and applied in many essential industrial applications such as search engines, caching systems, recommendation systems, and wireless 
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applications. Therefore, it is crucial to look for scalable and practical solutions that improve both training and prediction processes. 

Improving the prediction process can reduce the user’s access times while browsing, and it can ease network traffic by avoiding visiting 

unnecessary    pages. When a user is reading his current accessed page, the next predicted page is loaded into the user cache memory. It 

decreases the loading time for next page access at user end so that the web page retrieval efficiency will be improved[7]. The concept of 

web page prediction is the application comes under the web page mining along with data mining. When the page access is performed, it 

comes under the web content mining to locate and load the predicted page into the cache. When the history of the web server is collected in 

the form of user web usage history and presented in the form of web pages. Once the information database gets available, the next work is to 

perform the data mining operations to prediction. But generally, the size of this kind of datasets is quite large, because of this to reduce the 

dataset size, some clustering process is required. The clustering can be static session based clustering or an intelligent clustering using some 

analytical approach. Once the clustering is performed, the identification of the appropriate cluster is performed to that relates the user 

existence[4]. This identified cluster is selected as the working dataset based on which the prediction is performed. The prediction process is 

basically to identify the frequency of next visiting pages in relevancy to the current page. Once the prediction analysis is performed, the 

association identification is performed to identify most associated next page. This page is then selected as the next predicted web page. In 

this paper we did literature survey on “Users‟ future request prediction – Web Usage Mining”. The various methods have been proposed on 

this work and this paper highlights about the various techniques advantages & limitations. The prediction process is basically to identify the 

frequency of next visiting pages in relevancy to the current page. Once the prediction analysis is performed, the association identification is 

performed to identify most associated next page. This page is then selected as the next predicted web page. The basic structural model of 

this working process is shown in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 : Basic Structure of Web Page Prediction 

In this paper, an improved web page prediction model is presented. The presented work is the improved with the association of three main 

concepts: markov model, vague rules and the association mining. Markov model will work as the intelligent prediction approach that will be 

filtered at two different levels using vague rules. Vague will define the intelligent rule set by performing the dataset analysis. At the later 

stage, the association mining will be implemented to perform the web page prediction for the caching.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The main focus of literature survey is to study and contrast the prediction models to predict the user’s future web page requests. Prediction 

models are used addressing web prediction problem. The main aim is to study different prediction models to reduce user’s access times and 

improving personalization while browsing the services of web. In addition, to reduce network traffic problems by avoiding pages visiting 

unintentionally and unnecessarily by users. Various prediction model like Markov model, artificial neural network’s (ANN), k nearest 

neighbor (kNN), support vector machine (SVM), fuzzy inference, Bayesian model are proposed by researchers to predict user future request 

of page. Prediction models can be classified into two categories named as point-based and path based prediction models. When user’s 
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previous and historic path data are predicted then it is referred as path based prediction. Point-based prediction is based on user’s current 

actions. Markov model by means of the anticipation-Maximization algorithm where they detachment locate punter by means of a replica-

based bunch move toward. They displayed the paths for users with each cluster after partitioning the users into clusters, Our work is not a 

model based but space based and we worn Markov replica for forecast rather than clustering. In another paper the authors construct Markov 

models from log files and they use co-citation and coupling similarities for measuring the conceptual relationships between Web pages that 

coalesce two Markov replica and cluster process methodology for mesh page connection forecast. To Cluster conceptually related pages 

Citation Cluster algorithm is then proposed. 

 

III. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK 

Millions of users access web sites in all over the world. When they access a websites, a large amount of data generated in log files which is 

very important because many times user repeatedly access the same type of web pages and the record is maintained in log files[1]. These 

series can be considered as a web access pattern which is helpful to find out the user behavior. Through this behavior information, we can 

find out the accurate user next request prediction that can reduce the browsing time of web pages. In recent years, there has been an 

increasing number of research works done with regard to web usage mining „ Future request prediction‟. The main motivation of this 

survey is to know the what research has been done on Web usage mining in future request prediction. The wide usage of the Internet in 

various fields has increased the automatic extraction of the log data from the web sites. The usage of data mining techniques on the data 

collected from the web helps us pattern selection, which acts as a traditional way of decision-making tools. Web usage mining is the 

application of the data mining techniques on the web-collected data, which is already present in the form of various patterns. Web usage 

mining is presented on secondary data such as (user name, ip address, date and time, their type of browsers used, type of URL used to view 

the site etc.) which is deduced from the interactions of the users in between the web sessions. 

 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL 

In order to study web user navigational behaviour it will be important to clarify the system first. Web users are considered human entities 

that, by means of a web browser, access information resources in a hypermedia space called the World Wide Web (WWW). Common web 

users’ objectives are information foraging (looking for information about something), social networking activities (e.g. Facebook), e-

commerce transactions (e.g. Amazon Shopping), bank operations, etc. On the other hand, the hypermedia space is organized into web pages 

that can be described as perceived compact subunits called “web objects.” The design of web pages is created by “web masters” that are in 

charge of a group of pages called a “web site.” Therefore, the WWW consists of a vast repository of interconnected web sites for different 

purpose. While current approaches for studying the web user’s browsing behavior are based on generic machine learning approaches, a 

rather different point of view is developed in this thesis. A model based on the neurophysiology theory of decision making is applied to the 

link selection process. This model has two stages, the training stage and the simulation stage. In the first, the model’s parameters are 

adjusted to the user’s data. In the second, the configured agents are simulated within a web structure for recovering the expected behaviour. 

The main difference with the machine learning approach consists in the model being independent of the structure and content of the web 

site. Furthermore, agents can be confronted with any page and decide which link to follow (or leave the web site). This important 

characteristic makes this model appropriate for heavily dynamic web sites. Another important difference is that the model has a strong 

theoretical basis built upon physical phenomenon. Traditional approaches are generic, but this proposal is based on a state-of-the-art theory 

of brain decision making. The proposal is based on the Markov’s Model. The Markov’s model simulates the artificial web user’s session by 

estimating the user’s page Sequences and furthermore by determining the time taken in selecting an action, such as leaving the site or 

proceeding to another web page. Experiments performed using artificial agents that behave in this way highlight the similarities between 

artificial results and a real web user mode of behavior. Furthermore, the performance of the artificial agents is reported to have similar 

statistical behavior to humans[6]. If the web site semantic does not change, the set of visitors remains the same. This principle enables the 

predicting of changes in the access pattern to web pages related to small changes in the web site that preserve the semantic. The web user’s 

behavior could be predicted by simulation and then services could be optimized. 
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Figure 2 :Proposed System Architecture 

V. Markov Model 

The basic concept of Markov model is to predict the next action depending on the result of previous actions. In Web prediction, the next 

action corresponds to predicting the next page to be visited. The previous actions correspond to the previous pages that have already been 

visited. In Web prediction, the Kth-order Markov model is the probability that a user will visit the kth page provided that she has visited the 

ordered k – 1 pages For example, in the second-order Markov model, prediction of the next Web page is computed based only on the two 

Web pages previously visited. The main advantages of Markov model are its efficiency and performance in terms of model building and 

prediction time. It can be easily shown that building the kth order of Markov model is linear with the size of the training set . The key idea is 

to use an efficient data structure such as hash tables to build and keep track of each pattern along its probability. Prediction is performed in 

constant time because the running time of accessing an entry in a hash table is constant. Note that a specific order of Markov model cannot 

predict for a session that was not observed in the training set since such session will have zero probability. 

 All-Kth Markov Model 

In all-Kth Markov model  we generate all ordersof Markov models and utilize them collectively in prediction. Table I presents the steps of 

prediction using all-kth model. Note that the function predict(x,mk) is assumed to predict the next page visited of session x using the kth-

order Markov model mk. If the mk fails, the mk−1 is considered using a new session x_ of length k − 1 where x_ is computed by stripping 

the first page ID in x. This process repeats until prediction is obtained or prediction fails. For example, given a user session x = _P1, P5, 

P6_, prediction of all-Kth model is performed by consulting third-order Markov model. If the prediction using third-order Markov model 

fails, then the second-order Markov model is consulted on the session x_ = x − P1 = _P5, P6_.This process repeats until reaching the first-

order Markov model[1]. 
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Figure 3 :ALL K-th Algorithm 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 The paper gives a brief literature survey of research field in web user browsing prediction. The higher order markov model is suited and 

found to be best for methodology to implement. The frame work included the concept of variable length markov model and page rank , page 

rank concept may be used when the website is newly launched and the weblog is not sufficiently created so page rank may be used to 

predict the page and it may be also used when the ambiguity will arrived in the markov model. 
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